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Mr. Sudbury

Mr. Sudbury

� The periodic table is an arrangement of the 
elements in order of their atomic numbers so 
that elements with similar properties fall into 
the same column, or group.

� By 1860, more than 60 elements had been 
discovered.

� Chemist were just learning the properties of 
these elements and the compounds they 
formed.

� 1860 the First International Congress of 
Chemists met in Karlsruhe, Germany.

� They determined uniform way to determine 
atomic mass of atoms.

� Russian Chemist Dmitri Mendeleev heard about 
new naming methods and included them in the 
textbook he was writing.

� He placed the name and properties of each known 
element on a card and included a list of observed 
physical and chemical properties.

� He then arranged the cards in many various ways 
while looking for trends or similar properties.

� Mendeleev noticed that when he arranged the 
elements by increasing atomic massincreasing atomic massincreasing atomic massincreasing atomic mass, there were 
similarities that repeated themselves.

� PERIODIC means that there is a repeating pattern.

� First to publish a “Periodic Table” in 1869.

� His first PT left empty spaces where Mendeleev 
predicted new predicted new predicted new predicted new undiscovered elements undiscovered elements undiscovered elements undiscovered elements would be 
discovered and fill in the gaps.
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Dmitri MendeleevDmitri MendeleevDmitri MendeleevDmitri Mendeleev

� Henry Moseley Henry Moseley Henry Moseley Henry Moseley (1911) working with Ernest 
Rutherford recognized a PERIODIC pattern 
that had previously been overlooked.

� He was analyzing spectra for 38 different 
metals when he discovered that the elements 
fit into patterns better when increasing increasing increasing increasing 
atomic numberatomic numberatomic numberatomic number. (AKA # of protons)

� The principle of chemical 
periodicity  is correctly stated in 
what is known as Periodic Law:Periodic Law:Periodic Law:Periodic Law:
◦ “The physical and chemical 
properties of the elements are 
periodic functions of their atomic 
numbers.”

� In recent years, chemists have discovered 
more than 40 naturally occurring and 
synthetic elements, that can all be placed on 
the PT into groups with other elements that 
share physical and chemical properties.

� Modern PT is arranged by increasing atomic Modern PT is arranged by increasing atomic Modern PT is arranged by increasing atomic Modern PT is arranged by increasing atomic 
number.number.number.number.

� Groups (AKA Families) Groups (AKA Families) Groups (AKA Families) Groups (AKA Families) –––– Columns on the 
periodic table in which all the elements share 
similar properties.

� Periods Periods Periods Periods –––– A horizontal row on the periodic 
table.
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KNOW THESE NAMES!!!!

� Intro to PT
◦ Father of the table – Mendeleev

◦ “Fixed” the PT – Moseley

◦ Modern Table – Increasing Atomic Number

� Groups & Periods


